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To support the deployment of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) using federal, state, and local funding, the U.S. Department of Transportation initiated the Model Deployment Program in 1996. The metropolitan area Model Deployment Initiatives (MDIs) were intended to demonstrate integrated transportation management systems. The MDIs feature a strong, regional, multimodal traveler information services component. These model deployments showcased the benefits of having an integrated, region-wide approach to managing transportation and providing traveler information services. The model deployments bring increased levels of service to the traveling public through the integration of several key systems: traffic signal control; transit, freeway, and incident management; emergency services management; regional, multimodal traveler information services; and electronic toll collection and fare payment. In addition to introducing the public to the benefits of ITS products and services, the sites serve as showcases for local decision makers across the United States. Tours of the sites and seminars focus on the benefits of ITS investment by both the public and private sectors. The model deployment sites also permit rigorous evaluations of the benefits of integrating intelligent transportation infrastructure in a metropolitan area.

TransGuide™, the Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) in San Antonio, Texas, is in its third year of operation. The Texas Department of Transportation ATMS uses cameras, fiber optics, and electronic message signs to detect, communicate, and notify drivers of incidents along the highway. In July 1995, TransGuide became operational along 26 miles of highway in central San Antonio. When TransGuide is completed, the $151 million system will cover 191 miles of...
highway in San Antonio. Partners in this massive effort include the Texas Department of Transportation, the City of San Antonio (police, fire, emergency medical service, and public works) and VIA Metropolitan Transit.

Southwest Research Institute served as the prime contractor for the $13.5 million TransGuide MDI. Programs implemented as part of the MDI include:

- **Data Server:** The Data Server is the central archive of travel information encompassing 600 miles of freeways and arterials in the San Antonio metropolitan area. These data are collected from TransGuide traffic data, traffic accident reports, lane closures, and automated vehicle identification data.

- **Automated Vehicle Identification:** The Automated Vehicle Identification (AVI) sensors detect vehicles that are equipped with AVI tags. The sensors transmit the data to the TransGuide Operations Center, where travel times and speeds are computed for the instrumented roadways.

- **Railroad Grade Crossing System:** The Advanced Warning for Railroad Delays (AWARD) System is designed to help motorists avoid delays caused by railroad operations that cross freeway access or frontage roads. The AWARD System, which monitors four grade crossings using six sensors, alerts drivers to potential delays near freeway exits and entrances.

- **Traveler Information Kiosks:** Kiosks provide current traffic conditions, motorist services, transit and airport information, key areas of interest in the region, weather maps, and other data from touch-screen monitors. Forty Kiosks are deployed as part of the program.

- **In-Vehicle Navigation System:** This system provides drivers with real-time traffic congestion and incident information, vehicle location, and information on regional points of interest. As part of the program, 590 units were distributed to local transportation agencies, law enforcement agencies, emergency response organizations, and various government organizations.

- **Emergency Medical Services Management System (LifeLink™):** This system permits two-way video teleconferencing between emergency medical personnel in a hospital and paramedics in an ambulance en route to the hospital. Additionally, the system transfers vital statistics data from the ambulance to the hospital.

This report documents the high-level design of the TransGuide MDI project and discusses the design trade-off decisions. A detailed, specific project level design is provided in each project’s System Design document.
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<tr>
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<td>Simple Network Management Protocol</td>
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<tr>
<td>SwRI</td>
<td>Southwest Research Institute</td>
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<td>TCP/IP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol</td>
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<td>TOC</td>
<td>TransGuide Operations Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TxDOT</td>
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<tr>
<td>V</td>
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<tr>
<td>VAC</td>
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<td>VDC</td>
<td>Volts DC</td>
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